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Fig. 3 Measurement structures consisting of two different double trunsistions
Results: The operating frequency of our radio module is 38GHz and the transition is matched to 5 0 9 . A substrate thickness of 1 7 0 p was chosen which needs a line width of 3 6 3~ for the microstrip and coplanar line. The slot width is 3 1~. The via holes are processed with a CO, laser and have diameters of 2 6 0~ on the top side and 1 8 0 -2 3 0~ on the back side. These via holes have to be filled either in a soldering process or by means of an organic material (glop top filling).
The resulting excellent return loss of -20dB is shown in Fig. 4 . Although we performed the measurement only from 36 to 40GHz we mention here that this structure can be used as a broadband transition because no frequency selective elements are incorporated. Conclusions: A novel microstrip-to-microstrip transition with side changed metallisation patterns has been experimentally demonstrated. A measurement procedure has been presented which extracts the transition properties by two different double transition measurements with electrical separation in the frequency domain. Although only measured around 38GHz the structure is suitable for a larger operating bandwidth. A set of inputs is necessary to simulate interaction with I imaginary cells outside the processing array to ensure that the cells on the perimeter of the processing array achieve proper convergence. These imagbary cells are called border cells and form a ring around the processing array. The border cells are treated as members of the array for initialisation purposes and template implementation, but are not considered in the final state analysis.
Fault models:
A CNN processor has only two output states. Commonly, in image processing applications these states appear as white or black pixels. A white pixel is associated to a cell whose output voltage is normalised to -1 V. A black pixel is associated to a cell whose normalised output voltage is +1 V. If a cell is unable to change from one state to the other, it is defined to be 'stuck-atwhite' or 'stuck-at-black', depending on its current value. With the proposed test method it is possible to detect 100% of the stuck-at faults in the processor.
Test methods:
The test procedure has two separate methods to detect faulty cells, a local method using the B template and a propagation method using the A template. The entire array can be tested using either of these methods regardless of its size. The advantage of the A template method is that it verifies that each cell is responding correctly to its neighbour's output. The local method uses the input image and the B template to predict the final output state y,, of each cell in the array. The algorithm for the local test procedure is shown below. 
In step 2 the normalised value corresponding to a white input is -1. Notice that the B template values are also -1. The positive product of these two values results in current being injected into cell C(i,j) from each of its eight neighbours. As the current is injected into the cell, the integrator voltage rises and the cell output reaches the normalised value of 1, which corresponds to black. If cell C(i,j) fails to change under such overwhelming circumstances the conclusion that must be drawn is that the cell is 'stuckat-white'. The same algorithm can be applied to find 'stuck-atblack' cells by changing all instances of white to black and -1 to 1 in steps 2 -5 of the local test algorithm.
The test of the CNN array using the A template uses the idea of propagation of information across the network. The propagation ability of CNNs has been described before 151. Here we use the same concept although the templates are different because we only want propagation and not 'full dragging' as described in 
The process starts at the left edge of the array and propagates across the network to the right side. Because the border cells, C(i,O), are black, the predicted result should be an all black image. If a 'stuck-at-white' fault is detected, then all properly functioning cells to the right of the stuck cell should also remain white. The faulty cell in effect casts its 'shadow' across the array. The situation where two or more faulty cells lie on the same row can be detected by rotating the A template clockwise 45" and repeating the test. The template should be rotated in this manner 360" to ensure complete coverage of the array. The 'stuck-at-white' cells can be determined by performing the logical OR of the resulting eight output images. The same procedure can be used to detect 'stuck-at-black' cells by changing all occurrences of white to black and -1 to 1 in steps 2 -8 in the propagation test algorithm and performing a logical AND in step 7. Simulated results: Using a CNN simulation program the above tests were applied to a 5 x 5 CNN network. In both the local and propagation tests, cells C(3,2) and C(2,3) were intentionally forced into the 'stuck-at-white' state. Fig. 20 shows the input image used for both tests. Fig. 26 shows the resulting final image after the simulation of the local test. Fig. 3 shows the results of the simulation after the propagation test. Fig. 3a shows the 'shadow' effect discussed earlier. It is safe to assume by viewing Fig. 30 that cells C ( 3 , 2 ) and C ( 2 , 3 ) are faulty. Fig. 36-h show the result after each rotation of the template by 45" and the new direction of propagation. The final results of the test are shown in Fig. 3i .
Conclusion:
A testing method for CNNs has been presented which provides 1Wh fault detection with no additional hardware required. Any size array can be tested using a constant size set of input vectors. The local testing method provides 100% fault isolation. There are some fault location configurations that could impede fault isolation using the propagation test, i.e. if the faults form a complete rectangle, the status of the cells inside the rectangle would be unknown due to the shadow effect. This fact lowers the fault isolation capabilities of the propagation method but does Relation between template spectrum and convergence of discrete-time cellular neural networks
R. Perfetti
Indpxing terms: Neural networks, Cellular arrays
A convergence criterion is proposed for reciprocal, discrete-time cellular neural networks, that exploits the peculiar interconnection structure of such networks. It is based on the Fourier spectrum of the discrete sequence representing the cloning template, and can be applied in the usual case where the neighbourhood is much smaller than the network. The corresponding design constraint, involving the template values, results in being less restrictive than those existing in the literature. This dominance constraint on the feedback operator is overly restrictive. Indeed, the convergence proof outlined in [3], that 2208 7-applies to every discrete-time feedback neural network, requires only that the interconnection matrix he symmetrical and positive semidefmite (PSD). It is therefore possible to exploit the peculiar interconnecting structure of CNNs to derive a design constraint which is less restrictive than that in eqn. 1. To simplify the notation, this improved constraint will be derived in the case of onedimensional CNNs. However, the generalisation to twodmensional networks is straightforward. 
Let (a(0) a(1) __. a@)} denote the symmetrical cloning template, where r is the dimension of the cell neighbourhood; then, the connection matrix is given by
We define the template spectrum S(h) as follows:
Taking into account the symmetry of the template we can rewrite: It is well known that the eigenvalues of a circulant matrix can be
